
Fortifying your network security helps reduce risk and evolve your operations, unlocking new opportunities for success.

71% of workers want a hybrid or remote work style post-pandemic

Cloud adoption and remote work fuel business agility but also introduce risks to network security.

The right solution helps support these initiatives while reducing risk brought on by highly distributed users and applications.

73% of workers want a hybrid or remote work style post-pandemic

Social engineering attacks like phishing and other evasive techniques are getting more sophisticated.

Businesses should seek a solution that prevents current and evolving phishing attempts, blocks malicious emails, and sanitizes harmful attachments in real-time.

Increase in new phishing ideas going live from 2019 to 2020

57% of organizations are facing increased security risk due to technology team staffing challenges

Largely ineffective point product approaches to security are difficult to scale and even harder to manage.

Organizations should consolidate remote access and security to a single platform — offloading deployment, management, and monitoring to a trusted advisor.

Powerful, flexible, and secure

AT&T Secure Workforce with Check Point

Combining artificial intelligence and industry-leading threat intelligence, AT&T Secure Workforce with Check Point helps stop attacks from virtually any vector before they happen.

Its customizable suite of security solutions can help:

- Securely connect users to applications or resources hosted at the data center or in the cloud
- Prevent email-based phishing attacks, malicious attachments, and data loss
- Block access to phishing sites, sandbox zero-day malware, and protect against browser-based attacks
- Stop malware downloads, credential reuse, and access to malicious or inappropriate websites
- Comprehensive security made simple

AT&T Managed Services makes it easy to customize network and security solutions to meet your specific needs

Find out how AT&T Secure Workforce with Check Point can help protect and grow your business.